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Vocabulary/Phrase List 

Freshman English (Mid Level) 

New Interactions Book 2 

2021-2022 

 

Fall Semester: 

Midterm: Chapter 1, Chapter 3  

Final   : Chapter 4, Chapter 5  

 

Chapter 1  Meeting New People, Learning New Things 

Ready for a Shared-Living Experience? 

單字 (依段落)   p. 5 

Ready for a Shared-Living Experience? 

片語 (依段落)   p. 5 

Paragraph A 

occupant   n. 

facility  n. 

amenity  n.  

doubles  n.  

triples   n. 

institution  n. 

 

Paragraph B 

accommodation  n.  

dormitory/dorm  n.  

 

Paragraph C 

cleanliness  n.  

transition   n. 

 

Paragraph D 

survive  v. 

 

p. 9  

collocation 

 

Paragraph A 

1. to vary in 

 

Paragraph B 

2. a variety of 

3. to get through 

4. to relate to 

 

Paragraph C 

5. What if  

 

Paragraph D 

6. to get along with 

 

p. 9 

7. to associate A with B 

8. to bring something to mind 

9. to become aware of 

Unique Housing for Three College 

Students 單字 (依段落)   p. 11 

Unique Housing for Three College 

Students 片語 (依段落)   p. 11 

p. 11 

unique   adj.  

Paragraph #2 

1. to get around 
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supplement  v. 

Paragraph #1 

endure  v. 

 

Paragraph #2 

purchase  v. 

reserve  n. 

estimate  v. 

fascinated  adj.  

 

Paragraph #3 

document  v. 

celebrity   n.  

 

Paragraph #4 

charge  v. 

electronics  n.  

 

p. 15 

on-demand economy  n. 

hospitality  n. 

gig economy  n. 

subscription   n.  

crowdsourcing  n.  

crowd-funding  n.  

 

Paragraph #3 

2. to keep … secret 

3. because of 

 

Paragraph #4 

4. to be supposed to 

5. to keep something secret from someone 

6. to prevent somebody from V-ing 

 

p. 12 

7. to take part in 

8. to do somebody a favor 

 

p. 15 

9. to be in good shape 

Bike-sharing is Completely Changing 

City Life 單字 (依段落)  p. 17 

Bike-sharing is Completely Changing City 

Life 片語 (依段落)   p. 17 

Paragraph D 

designate  v. 

pedestrian  n.  

litter   n.  

 

 

Paragraph C 

1. What’s more 

 

Paragraph D 

2. as a result 

 

Paragraph F 

3. on the whole 

 

Chapter 3 Diet? A Piece of Cake! 

Global Diet Choices 單字 (依段落) p. 46 Global Diet Choices 片語 (依段落) p. 46 
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p. 44 

ingredient   n.  

universal   adj. 

category   n. 

packaged   adj. 

dairy   adj. 

protein   n. 

 

Paragraph B 

continent   n. 

Antarctica   n.  

atmosphere   n.  

nutritious   adj. 

 

Paragraph C 

additive   n. 

diabetes   n.  

well-rounded   adj.  

refined   adj.  

carbohydrate   n. 

 

Paragraph D 

fermented   adj.  

ritual   n.  

 

Paragraph E 

dairy   adj.  

grain   n.  

preference   n.  

 

p. 50 

questionnaire  n.  

 

Paragraph C 

1. to be based on  

2. to be different from 

3. to prefer A to B 

 

Paragraph D 

4. to be rich in 

5. instead of 

 

Paragraph E 

6. and the like 

Extra Large, Please! 單字 (依段落) p. 53 Extra Large, Please! 片語 (依段落) p. 53 

Paragraph A 

overweight   adj. 

obese    adj.  

portion   n.  

 

Paragraph A 

1. to save sb. from sth. 

 

Paragraph C 

2. used to 
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Paragraph B 

rude   adj.  

convince   v.  

statistic/statistics (pl.)   n. 

adolescent   n. 

tenfold    adv. 

obesity   n.  

 

Paragraph C 

electronic   adj.  

entertainment   n.  

 

Paragraph D 

cafeteria   n.  

menu   n.  

 

Paragraph E 

commercial   n.  

beloved   adj.  

cartoon character  n.  

 

Paragraph F 

overnight   adj.  

nutritional   adj.  

opposite   adj.  

 

3. to have access to  

 

Paragraph D 

4. to begin with  

5. to be satisfied with 

6. to add up to 

7. as a result 

 

Paragraph F 

8. It goes without saying that …. 

9. to be banned from  

10. to take in 

 

Paragraph G 

11. as far as … is concerned 

12. to be at risk for 

13. to contribute to 

 

p. 56 

14. to consist of  

Look Good., Feel Good. No Thanks to 

Diets!   單字 (依段落)  p. 59 

Look Good, Feel Good. No Thanks to 

Diets!   片語 (依段落)  p. 59 

Paragraph B 

metabolic  adj. 

 

Paragraph D 

dieter    n.  

dietary    adj. 

low-calorie   adj.   

 

 

Paragraph A 

1. to change … for the better 

 

Paragraph B 

2. the +-er (comparative form), the + -er 

(comparative form) 

 

Paragraph C 

3. to lose weight 

4. to keep … off 

5. in the end 
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6. to be better off 

7. in the first place 

 

Paragraph D 

8. despite the fact that  

9. first of all 

10. little by little 

 

Chapter 4 A Connected World  

Virtual Communities 單字 (依段落) p. 66 Virtual Communities 片語 (依段落) p.66 

p. 66 

virtual  adj. 

contain   v.  

 

Paragraph A 

definition   n.  

interact   v.  

relatively  adv.  

geographical   adj.  

individual  n.  

 

Paragraph B 

feature  n. 

intentional  adj.  

fraternity  n. 

sorority  n.  

wireless adj.  

 

Paragraph C 

augment  v.  

capture   v.  

recognition  n.  

 

Paragraph D 

wearable   adj.  

tiny   adj. 

display   n. 

monitor   n. 

facial   adj. 

Paragraph A 

1. to have something in common 

 

Paragraph B 

2. in person 

3. to get together 

4. to be similar to 

5. to combine A with B 

 

Paragraph C 

6. to mix A with B 

 

Paragraph D 

7. to allow somebody to V-R 

 

Paragraph E 

8. to turn out to be 

9. to be committed to 

10. in which 

 

Paragraph F 

11. on purpose 

12. to get into trouble  

 

Paragraph G 

13. in summary 

14. to be similar to 

15. to be likely to 
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sneaky   adj.  

 

Paragraph E 

motivating   adj.  

payback   n.  

obligation   n.  

 

Paragraph F 

truly   adv.  

identity   n.  

dishonesty   n.  

harassment   n.  

 

Paragraph G 

deception  n.  

 

Communities in Real-Life Locations 

單字 (依段落)   p. 73 

Communities in Real-Life Locations 

片語 (依段落)  p. 73 

Paragraph A 

cyberspace   n. 

real-life   adj.  

rural   adj. 

suburb   n.  

urban   adj. 

 

Paragraph B 

spacious   adj.  

 

Paragraph C 

compact   adj.  

infrastructure   n.  

sensor   n. 

monitor   v.  

 

Paragraph D 

impact   v.  

grassroots   n. 

coalition   n.  

cause   n.  

 

Paragraph A 

1. not only … but (also) …. 

 

Paragraph B 

2. in contrast 

3. to keep up 

 

Paragraph C 

4. to contribute … to …. 

 

Paragraph D 

5. to be defined as 

6. to be involved in 
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Real + Virtual = Real  單字 (依段落) 

p.78 

Real + Virtual = Real  片語 (依段落) 

p. 78 

Paragraph #3 

instantly   adv. 

 

p. 79 

paraphrase   v.  

summarize   v. 

Paragraph #3 

1. to be attached to  

 

Paragraph #4 

2. to be close to 

 

Chapter 5 Make Yourself at Home 

At Home in World History 

單字 (依段落)  p. 86 

At Home in World History  

片語 (依段落)  p. 86 

Paragraph A 

prehistoric  adj. 

survival  n.  

shelter  n.  

 

Paragraph B 

resource  n. 

oven    n.  

durable   adj.  

 

Paragraph C 

tiled  adj. 

fortified  adj.  

fortress  n. 

 

Paragraph D 

durability  n.  

practicality   n.  

mansion    n.  

 

Paragraph E 

permanent  adj.  

temporary  adj.  

homesickness   n.  

discomfort   n.  

depression   n.  

homesick  adj.  

eventually adv.  

p. 82  

1. in search of 

 

Paragraph A 

2. to be made of  

3. to lead to 

 

Paragraph B 

4. to be filled in with 

 

Paragraph D 

5. to range from A to B 

 

Paragraph E 

6. to have a strong attachment to 

 

Paragraph F 

7. to protect against 

 

Paragraph G 

8. to have a lot in common with  

 

p. 90 

9. to tend to 
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Paragraph F 

guarantee   v. 

legal   adj.  

mortgage  n.  

hurricane  n.  

 

p. 88 

agriculture   n.  

 

p. 89 

overview   n. 

chronological   adj. 

prediction   n.  

 

A Short History of …  單字 (依段落)  

p. 92 

A Short History of …  片語 (依段落) 

p. 92 

Paragraph A 

offspring   n. 

descendant   n.  

forefather   n.  

nuclear   adj. 

extended   adj. 

generation   n.  

property   n.  

institution   n. 

reside   v. 

 

Paragraph B 

parental   adj.  

trend   n. 

spoil   v.  

 

Paragraph C 

compete    v.  

secure    adj.  

recognize   v. 

obligation   n. 

declaration   n. 

discrimination    n.  

 

Paragraph A 

1. to have to do with 

2. to care for 

3. to play a role in 

 

Paragraph B 

4. to tie A to B 

5. in exchange for 

6. by the end of 

7. rather than 

8. so that 

9. feel at home with 

 

Paragraph D 

10. in place of 

11. to be put in prison 
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Paragraph D 

mental   adj.  

abuse    n.  

substance  n.  

miserable   adj.  

 

What is Beautiful Architecture? 

單字 (依段落)  p. 98 

What is Beautiful Architecture? 

片語 (依段落)  p. 98 

Paragraph #1 

architecture  n.  

monument  n. 

 

Paragraph #2 

timeless   adj.  

 

Paragraph #3 

traditional   adj.  

 

Paragraph #4 

opera  n. 

 

Paragraph #5 

architect   n.  

inaugurate   v. 

 

Paragraph #6 

geometric  adj.  

complement   v.  

 

Paragraph #7 

landscape   n.  

 

Paragraph #8 

architectural  adj.  

innovative   adj.  

 

Paragraph #9 

organic   adj  

harmony   n.  

Paragraph #3 

1. as well 

 

Paragraph #6 

2. to be known for 

3. to serve as 

 

Paragraph #9 

4. to be in harmony 
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Vocabulary/Phrase List 

Freshman English (Mid Level) 

New Interactions Book 2 

2021-2022 

Spring Semester: 

Midterm: Chapter 6, Chapter 7 

Final   : Chapter 8, Chapter 10  

 

Chapter 6 Multicultural Communities 

Intercultural Communities 

單字 (依段落)  p. 106 

Intercultural Communities  

片語 (依段落) p. 106 

Paragraph B 

magnificent  adj.  

cathedral  n.  

essential   adj. 

sculptor  n.  

museum  n. 

classical    adj.  

interrupt   v. 

significant  adj.  

 

Paragraph C 

millennium   n.  

civilization   n.  

astronomy   n.  

calendar   n.  

humanity   n. 

legacy    n.  

 

Paragraph D 

ancient   adj.  

Paragraph  E 

contradiction   n.  

grin   v. 

contrasting  adj. 

opposite   adj.  

 

 

Paragraph C 

1. to figure out  

2. to make sth. possible 

 

Paragraph H 

3. to have nothing to do with 

 

Paragraph K 

4. to make sense 
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Paragraph G 

vigorously   adv. 

Paragraph I 

convincingly   adv. 

diverse   adj. 

gesture   n. 

diversity  n. 

contradiction   n. 

opposite    n. 

 

Paragraph M 

opposing   adj.  

 

 

Cultural Miscommunications 

單字 (依段落)   p. 114 
Cultural Miscommunications 

片語 (依段落)   p. 114 

p. 112 

illustrate   v. 

 

p. 113 

anecdote    n.  

ignorance   n.  

 

Introduction 

accidentally  adv. 

insult    v. 

extend   v.  

 

Paragraph A 

costume   n.  

 

Paragraph B 

slurp   v.  

energetically  adv.  

 

Paragraph C 

burst   v. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

1. to intend to 

 

Paragraph A 

2. to be dressed in 

3. to ask for 

 

Paragraph B 

4. in surprise 
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National Stereotypes 

單字 (依段落)   p. 119 

National Stereotypes 

片語 (依段落)   p. 119 

Title 

stereotype  n.  

 

Introduction 

dimension   n.  

 

Paragraph B 

conform   v. 

norm    n. 

 

Paragraph C 

threatening  adj.  

disrespectful  adj.  

 

Paragraph D 

claim   v. 

competitive  adj. 

noticeable   adj.  

Introduction 

1. to differ from A to B 

 

Paragraph A 

2. to look after 

 

Paragraph B 

3. to be tolerant of 

4. to conform to 

5. in terms of 

 

Paragraph D 

6. to care for 

 

Paragraph G 

7. by contrast 

8. to go to great lengths 

 

Chapter 7 Picture of Health 

What’s The Secret?   p. 125 

 單字 (依段落) 

What’s The Secret?  p. 125 

片語(數--段落) 

Paragraph A 

mountainous  adj. 

longevity  n.  

 

Paragraph B 

altitude  n.  

cholesterol   n. 

 

Paragraph C 

inhabitant   n. 

widow    n.  

 

 

Paragraph D 

Paragraph A 

1. to be famous for 

 

Paragraph B 

2. to be in good health 

 

Paragraph C 

3. in general 

 

Paragraph D 

4. in addition 

5. to be rich in 

 

Paragraph G 
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moderate   adj.  

Fahrenheit  n.  

mineral  n.  

 

Paragraph E 

Mediterranean  adj. 

dairy  n. 

refined  adj.  

 

Paragraph F 

raw   adj. 

 

Paragraph G 

preservative  n.  

 

Paragraph H 

extended  adj.  

 

Paragraph I 

theorize  v.  

valid   adj. 

 

6. to take in 

 

Paragraph H 

7. to be free from 

8. or so 

 

 

Overcoming Adversity 

  單字 (依段落)  p. 134 
Overcoming Adversity 

  片語 (依段落)  p. 134 

Paragraph #1 

paralyze   v. 

adversity   n.  

 

Paragraph #2 

congenital  adj. 

 

Paragraph #3 

renowned  adj.  

diagnose v. 

posit   v. 

cosmology  n. 

relativity   n.  

quantum mechanics   n. 

breakthrough  n. 

Paragraph #1 

1. to suffer from 

 

Paragraph #2 

2. by the time 

3. as if 

4. to specialize in 

5. to be diagnosed with 

6. to give up +Ving/N. 

 

 

Paragraph #4 

7. to struggle with 

8. to take on 

9. to concentrate on 
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Paragraph #4 

dyslexia   n.   

ceramic   n. 

interior   n. 

accessory   n. 

 

Paragraph #5 

essay   n.  

obviously  adv. 

obstacle  n. 

admirable  adj. 

 

10. to pay off 

 

Paragraph #5 

11. to be responsible for 

12. to bring about  

13. to deal with 

Can you Trust the Internet for  

Medical Advice? 單字 (依段落)   

p. 136 

Can you Trust the Internet for  

Medical Advice? 片語 (依段落)  

p. 136 

validity  n.  

remedy  n.  

fraudulent   adj. 

 

1. to look up 

2. to take advantage of 

3. to look for 

  

Handling Stress 單字 (依段落) 

p. 139 

Handling Stress 片語 (依段落) 

p. 139 

Introduction 

principle   n. 

 

Paragraph A 

respiration  n. 

caffeine    n.  

obesity  n.  

fatigue   n. 

 

Paragraph B 

strategy  n.  

 

 

Paragraph C 

Introduction 

1.to stay away from 

2. to protect against 

3. to stand for 

 

Paragraph A 

4. to prepare for 

5. to make sense 

6. to be at rest 

7. for one thing 

 

Paragraph B 

9. to cope with 
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unchangeable  adj.  

continuously   adv.  

Paragraph E 

perspective   n.  

Paragraph C 

10. to take control of 

11. to be faced with 

 

Paragraph D 

12. just as 

 

Paragraph E 

13. in the end 

14. to make peace with 

15. to think about … as 

 

Chapter 8 Infotainment  

Screens, Everywhere! 

單字 (依段落)   p. 145 

Screens, Everywhere! 

片語 (依段落)   p. 145 

Paragraph A 

evolve   v. 

expansion   n. 

millennial    n. 

 

Paragraph B 

mobility   n.  

access    v. 

Paragraph C 

transform  v.  

personalized   adj.  

subscription   n.  

extensive   adj.  

 

Paragraph D 

peak  adj.  

primetime   n.  

sitcom   n.  

decline   v.  

switch   v.  

content   n.  

 

 

 

Paragraph A 

1. to be referred to as 

 

Paragraph B 

2. at one’s own convenience 

3. to adapt to 

4. to be accustomed to 

Paragraph C 

5. to transform from A to B 

6. as to  

 

Paragraph G 

7. to identify with 

8. to vary from … to …. 

 

Paragraph H 

16. to distance oneself from  
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Paragraph E 

capacity   n. 

deficit    n.  

visually-oriented   adj.  

webinar  n. 

 

Paragraph F 

indifferent    adj.  

bully    v.  

abusive   adj.  

 

Paragraph G 

survivor   n.  

recruit    v.  

mundane   adj.  

 

Paragraph H. 

addiction   n.  

addict   n.  

portal   n.  

 

Visual Media and Language 

單字 (依段落)   p. 153 

Visual Media and Language 

片語 (依段落)  p. 153 

Paragraph #1 

triple  v. 

 

Paragraph #2 

sensual  adj.  

three-dimensional  adj.  

 

Paragraph #3 

pediatrician   n. 

household  n.  

 

Paragraph #4 

acquisition    n.  

 

 

 

Paragraph #1 

1. to have a negative effect on 

 

Paragraph #2 

2. to make sense of 

 

Paragraph #3 

3. regardless of 

 

Paragraph #4 

4. to be connected with 
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Story Plot: Arrival 單字 (依段落) 

         p. 155 

Story Plot: Arrival 片語 (依段落) 

         p. 155 

Paragraph #1 

linguist   n.  

vision    n.  

terminally  adv. 

extraterrestrial   adj.  

 

Paragraph #2 

recruit  v.  

circular   adj.  

 

Paragraph #3 

decode   v.  

 

Paragraph #4 

alien      n. 

hostile    adj.  

evacuate   v.  

 

Paragraph #7 

linear    adj.  

perception   n.  

 

Paragraph #8 

widow    n.  

 

Paragraph #9 

satellite   n.  

recite    v.  

 

Paragraph #10 

reveal    v.  

 

p. 159 

guideline   n. 

articulate   adj. 

concise    adj. 

comprehensive     adj.  

Paragraph #1 

1.to be keen to 

 

Paragraph #2 

2. to be made up of 

 

Paragraph #3 

3. to follow suit 

 

Paragraph #4 

4. in the meantime 

 

Paragraph #5 

5. to take up 

 

Paragraph #7  

6. in return 

 

Paragraph #8  

7. to thank sb. for V-ing / N  

 

Paragraph #10 

8.to make a difference 
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criteria       n. 

convention    n. 

genre         n.  

 

       Chapter 10 Get Up, Go Out, Get Moving! 

The Olympics: Now and Then 

單字 (依段落)  p. 186 

The Olympics: Now and Then 

片語 (依段落)  p. 186 

Paragraph A 

narrate   v. 

 

Paragraph B 

sanctuary   n.  

altar     n. 

pilgrim   n.  

wreath    n.  

 

Paragraph C 

stadium   n. 

enforce   v.  

millennium   n.  

 

Paragraph E 

spectator   n.  

gymnastics   n.  

ceremony   n. 

 

Paragraph G 

boycott  v. 

 

Paragraph A 

1. over time 

 

Paragraph B 

2. as usual 

 

Paragraph E 

3. to take place 
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Competitive Sports: Values and 

Issues 單字 (依段落)  p. 192 

Competitive Sports: Values and 

Issues  片語 (依段落)  p. 192 

Introduction 

controversial  adj.  

 

Paragraph #1 

corrupt   v.  

 

Paragraph #2 

performance-enhancing substances n. 

 

Paragraph #3 

doping   n.  

 

Paragraph #4 

corporate  adj.  

 

Paragraph #5 

bribery  n.  

profitable   adj.  

moral    adj.  

 

Paragraph #10 

scandal   n.  

patriotism  n. 

 

Paragraph #11 

preserve   v.  

 

p. 195 

prefix   n. 

 

Paragraph #2 

1.to get away with 

 

Paragraph #5 

2. to show respect for 

3. in the search for 

 

Paragraph #8 

4. to be disqualified for 

 

Paragraph #9 

5. to protect sb. from sth. 

 

Being an Individual on a Team 

單字 (依段落)    p. 199 

Being an Individual on a Team 

片語 (依段落)    p. 199 

Paragraph #1 

coordinated   adj.  

signify    v. 

solitary   adj.  

 

Paragraph #1 

1. nothing but 

2. nothing than 

3. at times 
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Paragraph #2 

negotiate  v. 

demanding  adj.  

overtime   n.  

 

Paragraph #3 

millisecond   n. 

millimeter   n.  

triumph    n.  

 

Paragraph #4 

handsomely  adv. 

 

 

 

 


